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1. Introduction – The Fischer-Tropsch synthesis to lower olefins (FTO) is a desirable nonpetroleum-

based route to produce basic chemicals. Fe-based catalysts have been widely explored in FTO for 

many years. Although novel catalysts including OX-ZEO[1] and cobalt carbide[2] have been reported 

to obtain a high lower olefins selectivity with a relatively lower CO conversion, iron-based catalysts 

still arouse much more attention because of their low cost, wide temperature range, high olefin 

selectivity. but these suffered from poor mechanical stability. Carbon formation which occurs via 

Boudouard reaction (2CO→C+CO2)[3], leads to blocking of active sites and disintegration of catalyst 

particles. To improve the mechanical properties of Fe-based catalysts, designing new catalysts with 

highly dispersed and small active species is therefore of interest. 

 

2. Results and Discussion –In this work, a 

colloidal deposition method was employed to 

fabricate monodisperse nano-Fe2O3 on SiO2. 

TEM, XRD and CO-TPD results manifested that 

the uniform, well-dispersed, and stable Fe2O3 

nanoparticles are monodispersed on the surface 

of SiO2. Furthermore, SiO2 support Fe particles 

in the range from 1 to 5 nm have been 

synthesized by controlling the Fe loading amount 

during the colloid deposition (CD) method. 

Moreover, it is indicated from the XPS and H2-

TPR results that the CD series catalysts have 

stronger interaction between Fe species and 

supports which makes the stronger SMSI and 

more Fe2O3-silica interface sites. As shown in 

Figure 1, Remarkably, the CD-series catalysts 

allowed lower selectivity to CH4 and CO2, and 

higher selectivity to C5
+, as compared to all the 

imp-series catalysts. In particular, 30.4% CD 

showed the highest C2-4
= selectivity (14%), as 

well as the lowest CO2 selectivity (15.2%). The 

characterization of used catalysts shows that little 

agglomeration and less coking occurred on the 

30.4% CD catalysts during 100 h FTO reaction.  

 

3. Conclusions – The CD method was used to 

successfully synthesize a series of Fe-based catalysts with highly dispersed and small Fe particle 

sizes. These properties lead to enhanced activity and excellent stability in FTO. And this work might 

open a new way for the design and development of improved catalysts with industrial application 

potential for FTO. 
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Figure 1. Catalytic performance of the catalysts in FTO reaction: 

(A) Time profile of CO conversion, (B) Product selectivity after 12 

hours of reaction 
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